
Mark and Josh 
arrived on the 

Thursday, 
weather forecast 
for the weekend 
was not good. 

Could a roof be 
dismantled,  

replaced and 
made water tight 

in 2 days? 

Oakley Green and Ultrafame
Our original glass conservatory started to look a bit dated after 11yrs. Originally installed 
by Oakley Green we have spent many an hour, summer and winter in what has become 
our favourite room.

The Ultraframe “LivinRoof” gave us a new and improved option to future proof our 
conservatory and add another all year round room to our property.

It was never going to make Channel 4s Grand Designs with Kevin Mcloud, but Oakley 
Green’s Mark and Josh have been so much better, helping us create own personal Grand 
Design.  



Day 2
With the weather forecast still not in our favour, it’s an early start and a full on day for the lads.

If you have an existing Oakley Green conservatory, this product is an excellent choice and the   
team know exactly what they dealing with.

Stirling job, we can sleep easy the weekend and would you believe, It stayed dry!!!!!!!!!!.   

Water tight as 
the last few 
panels are 

fitted.
Smart and 
clean, the 

leaded effect 
compliments 
the existing 

build superbly. 



Day 3/4
The external fit completed and the internal insulation and frame takes place.

This is really well designed from Ultraframe and starts to give us our first insight of the finished             
article. 

Always mindful of the balance between light and warmth, Maurice and Steve the surveyor have                 
done us proud. We really like the deep pelmets which will house the soft lighting.

The arrival of 
extra help from 
Tristan makes 

light work of the 
fit.

Steve the 
plasterer gives 
it the finish it 

deserved. Now 
we’re talking.  



Nothing stops for the World Cup !

We are nearing 
completion. 

Flooring 
finished by 
Tristan and 

Andy has made 
a lovely job of 
the lighting. 
Just the final 

touches before 
we are back in 
our favourite 
room. What a 
difference!!!  



Big Thanks
Thanks to Maurice, Steve, Mark, Josh, Tristan, Steve and Andy. Throughout the project you have            
been a pleasure to meet and work with.

We highly recommend Oakley Green and the quality of the build and workmanship. The honesty             
and integrity in the advice and care taken at all times in our property.

We can relax all year round in our new conservatory, which compliments and feels part of the house. 

Big thanks and regards, Steve & Sharon Foxhall
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